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ON TRIVIAL EXTENSIONS WHICH ARE QUASI-FROBENIUS ONES

By

Kazuhiko Hirata

Recently Y. Kitamura has characterized a trivial extension which is a Frobenius

extension in [2]. In this paper we characterize a trivial extension which is a quasi-

Frobenius extension.

Let R be a ring with an identity and M an (A*, i?)-bimodule. The trivial exten-

sion S = {R,M) of R by M is the direct sum of additive groups R and Mwith the

multiplication (rh i?ii)(r2,m-^ ―irir-z,riW2 + w/ir2) for {ti,mi)£S. S is a ring containing

R with the identification r-*(r,0) for tgR. Let *S be the dual space of S as a

left i?-module. Then *S is isoraorphic to the direct sura of R and *M=

Horn (rM, rR) : *S=[R, *M]. The action of an element [a,h]£*S on S is given by

[a,h]((r, m)) = ra + h(m) for (r,rn)£S. *S has the structure of an (S, R)-himodule.

This is given by (r, m)[a, h'＼―[ra + h{m), rli] and [a, h]r=[ar, hr] for (r, m)s.S, [a, h]e*S

and r£R.

Following to [3] a ring extension S over R is called a left quasi-Frobenius

extension when S is left infinitely generated projective and a direct summand of

a finite direct sum of *S as an (S, i?)-bimodule.

Let S be the trivial extension of R by M, and assume that S is a left quasi-

Frobenius extension of i?. Then there exist (S, i?)-homomorphisms C5:5'->*Sc- ･ -0*S

and ＼ : * Sc ■■･c*S -> S such that Fo# = ls. Let <5((1,0)) = ([a1( AJ, ･■･,[aw, A≪]). Then

it is easily seen that hi is contained in Horn (RMR, RRR) for all i. Next, we consider

homomorphisms from *S to S. vSince 6" is left i?-finitely generated projective, we

have following isomorphisms

Horn (s*Sx, sSr) = Rom (^Hom (MS, RR)R, sSr)

= {Hom (RR, S^^f^-iS^uS}"

where {S(&hS＼s means the set of elements in S(x)RS commuting to the elements of

S. Explicitely, the correspondence is given by Z(si(g)S2)(/) = I]si/(s2) for 2si(x)s2

{S(g)i?S}s and /e*S. Let VU be the restriction of ＼ to i-th component of *S0- ･ -R*S

and 2j(bij, mij)<g)(Cij, fiij) the corresponding element in {SCRkS}'*. Then, for [≪,A] *S,

we have
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Wi([a, h])= (bid + h(fh), mtii +1'jmjKnij))

where bi= ZjbijCij,ni = 2jbijnij and nii= ZjinifCij. Using the fact that '/'*≫is a left

S-homomorphism, we see easily that nti MR = {ni M＼rm = mr, for any r$.R},h(rni ―

Hir)=0 for any h *M and rci?, and mh{ni)=mih{m) for any he*M and tneM.

Further, from (O,m)~W°0((O,?n)) we have m = ±'imihi(m) for all meM. This means

that M is a direct summand of a finite direct sum of R as an (R, R) ―bimodule:

*Mtf<0*(i?c--･c/?)*. From this and h(rni-nir) = Q above, ≪4 is in MR for all i.

We have proved the half direction of the next proposition.

Proposition 1. Let S be the trivialextension of R by M. Then S is a left

quasi-Frobenius extension of R if and only if M is an (R, R)-direct summand of a

finite direct sum of R, and for a system, of projective bases {mi, hi}of M there exist

tiiSin MR such that,for all i,mh{ni) = mih(m) hold for any meM* and he*M.

Proof. We prove the converse. Assume that there are given {mi( In] and ni

described in the proposition. Set e = Iihi(rii). Then e is in the centre C of R.

Further we have me = Iimhi(ni) = l＼mihi(m) = m for any meM. In particular, since

hi{ni)= hi(nie)= hi{ni)e,e is a central idempotent.

Define the map Wt:*S->S by Wi([a,h]) = ((l-e)a + /Kni＼mia). Then Wt is an

(S, i?)-homomorphism. Set W-=liWu the map from *S0---0*S to 5. Next, define

the map # : S -> *S0･ ･■0*S by #((1, 0))= ([1 -e, A,],[0, h{＼,･ ･･,[0, /i,J). Then we

see that ＼-0 = 1$ and this completes the proof.

We continue the consideration. From the equation mk(ni)=mih(m), we have

nijhj(ni)= mihj(nij), and so tii= mit with t= Sjhj(mj). Further, as hi(ni)= hi(nii)t we

have e―t2 and tiit= mi.

As M is an (i?, jf?)-directsummand of a finite direct sum of R, M is isomorphic

to MR(g)cR and MR is C-(and also eC-) finitely generated projective (faithful) by [1]

Theorem 1.2. Further, since there hold following isomorphisms

*M= Horn (KM, aR)^ Horn (*(Af≪<g)c#),≪i?)= Horn (J{MR, Horn (fli?,≪i?))

s Horn cCAf8, i?)=Hom oCM*. C)(g)ci?,

we may regard that Horn C(MA＼ C) is in *M (Note that Homc<MK, C) = llomeG(MK, eC)).

Therefore the relation nih(ni) ―tnih{m) holds for any mzMR and h llom (MR, C).

Thus we have mh(mi) = nhh(m)t. As MR = IimiC, we have mh(n) = nh(m)t for all

m,n£MR and AsHom^M^, C) = HomeC(M-B, eC). On the other hand, since we may

consider mh(n)-(m<S)h)(n) where m(g)heMR<g)ecftomP.c(MR,eC)=Hom<!c(Mli, MR), we

conclude that Hom^M^, MR)^eC. Thus MB is an eC-finitely generated projective

module of rank 1.
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Conversely, assume that e is a central idempotent of R and Mo is an eC-finitely

generated projective module of rank 1. Then, as the canonical map eC->Homec(M0, Mo)

is an isomorphism, for an element w(^)kMoRec Homec(Mo, eC) there exists aeeC such

that mh(n) = (mRh)(ri) = na for any n£M0. Let {nti,hi] be a system of projective bases

for Mo. Then, since mh{mi)=mia, we obtain hi(mi)a = hi{mia)~hi{mh{mi)) = hi(m)h{mi) ―

h{lti{m)nti). Therefore ta = h(m) where t=Iihi(nii). Then nh(m) = nta=mh(n)t. As

this holds for any n,h and m, we have nh(m) = mh(n)t=nh(m)t2. Therefore, since

Mo is faithful, we have n = nt2 for any nsM0, and P ―e. Put ni=mtt. Then mh{ni) ―

mita ―mih(m) for any weM0 and h UomeG(M0, eC). Define M=Mo(x)eci?( = Mo(x)ci?).

Then M is an (A*, A^-direct summand of a finite direct sum of R and it is easily

seen that there holds, for each i,mh{ni) = mih(m) for any m&Mand /zeHom(/jM, ieA3).

By Proposition 1, we proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let S be the trivialextension of R by M and C the centre of R.

Then S is a left quasi-Frobenius extension of R if and only if M is isomorphic to

MR(g)CR and there exists a centralidempotent e in R such that MR is an eC-finitely

generated broiectivemodule of rank 1.

Remark. It can be shown that the element t=l＼hi(tni)in the proof of Theorem

2 is equal to e.

Since the condition discribed in Theorem 2 is left right symmetric, we have

Corollary 3. On a trivialextension, a left quasi-Frobenius extensionis as well

as a riffhi quasi-Frobenius extension.

Y. Kitamura has proved that a trivialextension is a Frobenius extension if

and only if M is isomorphic to eR for some centralidempotent e. As M is isomor-

phic to eR if and only if MR is isomorphic to eC, we have

Corollary 4. A trivialextension which is a quasi-Frobenius one is a Frobenius

extension if and only if MR in Theorem 2 is eC-free of rank 1 for some central

idemMent e in R.
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